
 

● A Director’s motion to support the NPG submitted to the Ad Hoc COVID 19 Committee 
from the Well Baby Center, a non-profit organization engaged in valuable COVID 19 
relief efforts for the Mar Vista CC community in the amount of $5K. 

The COVID-19 pandemic is more than just a health crisis — it is impacting our communities-children 
and students, our local businesses, and our community members’ livelihoods. As all continue to 
respond to this new challenge, many nonprofits are grappling with how to support the needs of the 
most vulnerable people in our community, and our neighbors are struggling to support their own 
families, while also trying to endure this crisis themselves.This unprecedented pandemic has more 
and more community members reliant on community nonprofit groups that are struggling to keep up 
due to lack of funds to purchase and support the needed resources and services.  

 
Given these identifiable needs, to maximize our impact and be as effective as possible with our limited 
resources, we should make every attempt to utilize the existing infrastructure of food purchasing, 
distribution, services, or volunteers available. 

 
To that end, there are existing organizations serving community members within our MVCC area 
working ON THE GROUND NOW with which MVCC can leverage its support for maximum results and 
efficiency to meet the significant needs of the community. 
 
Now, the MVCC has an opportunity to leverage its resources to maximize impact today for our 
community. Delaying support for assistance efforts not only impacts those most vulnerable within our 
community, but it also continues to put more pressure on other public services and limited nonprofit 
assistance.  These nonprofits have expressed that for every day they work to serve communities, the 
demand grows just as much for the next day.  With every moment this pandemic continues, the 
greater the need from community members and the community nonprofits which seek to help them. 
Delaying support for community nonprofits groups serving the community means one less child or 
family they can feed, one less struggling student they can tutor, one less parent they can counsel. 

 
Nonprofits have expressed the needs of the populations they serve and shared efforts underway from 
their teams to help our community members who need help TODAY.  These organizations have 
expressed profound unmet demand for resources and support and services to serve Mar Vista area 
community members. 
 
As community members continue to endure this pandemic, there has been an exponential increase in 
demand for needed resources (e.g. food, water and cleaning items, diapers), as well as for direct 
support and services (e.g. delivered groceries, financial and housing security counseling, remote 
educational assistance and tutoring), as witnessed by various nonprofit organizations serving the 
community at the grassroots level in the MVCC area.  
 
Though limited, our MVCC NC funding can be leveraged within existing non-profit organizations which 
have a solid infrastructure to ensure the most productive use of resources is executed. 
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The Ad Hoc COVID-19 Response Committee has identified priorities for the community’s needs at this 
time, including: 

○ Informational Resource Sharing and Outreach 
○ Food access and distribution 
○ Health/wellness support for parents and children 
○ Family resources--supplies and aid 

 
 
This motion seeks to support the Well Baby Center's NPG. 
 
Well Baby Center is a non-profit parenting and counseling center located in the heart of Mar 
Vista, offering low fee service, no fee scholarships and sliding scale fees. Community 
offerings include group services, and free community activities in the walk-in center. They can 
offer a kit to families within the community with young children – a community struggling to 
find joy in the midst of work, childcare, and home-schooling responsibilities. Some are facing 
financial hardship, others are managing to care for a sick family member, while others may be 
feeling isolated, scared, and anxious. Enter a bit of sunshine with their survival kit. Funding 
will support these kits, which will include various wellness resources, developmental activities 
for children, and a way to support the continued growth of young children confined at home 
for over 200 kits. 
 
I, therefore, MOVE for the MVCC to support an NPG from the Well Baby Center, a non-profit 
organization engaged in valuable COVID 19 relief efforts for the MVCC community in the 
amount of $2,994, to provide mental health-focused materials, face masks, and activity 
supplies for children. 

 

WBC NPG ATTACHED HERE 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y0Mzry6yMtCT-9IMb0aOyV92fsdtaXRP









